Vincent Mussche joins Liedekerke

Liedekerke is very pleased to announce that Vincent Mussche has joined the firm as partner in
our Competition and European law Practice Group.
Vincent's practice focuses on Belgian and EU competition law. He is a seasoned multifaceted
antitrust lawyer with significant expertise in successfully managing local and global complex
multijurisdictional merger filings/cartel investigations and the development and implementation of
tailored competition compliance programs.
Admitted to the Brussels Bar, Vincent has been practicing competition law in Brussels for more
than 15 years. He started his career in 2004 as a trainee at the European Commission and the
Belgian Competition Authority. He subsequently worked at two international law firms and also
acquired significant in-house experience as antitrust counsel at two major global multinationals.
In May 2019, Vincent was selected as a future leader of international competition practice in the
Who's Who Legal Competition law survey conducted in conjunction with Global Competition
Review and which lists the foremost practitioners in the competition community aged under 45.
The 2019 Legal 500 rankings for Belgian Competition Law described Vincent as a lawyer who "
really goes the extra mile for his clients".
Vincent specialised in European law at the College of Europe, Bruges (Master Degree in
European Law) (2004) and at the Université Robert Schuman, Strasbourg, (Interdisciplinary
Diploma of European Studies) (2003), and obtained his law degree at the Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven (2002) and the Facultés Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix de Namur (1999).
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Stefaan Raes, Head of the Competition and European Law Practice comments: “We are thrilled
to have Vincent on our team. His experience, insights and contacts will be invaluable for the
further expansion of the competition law practice at our firm."
Vincent Busschaert, Managing Partner of the firm, adds: "Vincent’s expertise further bolsters
the skillset of our growing competition team. We are excited to have him joining our firm. He will
be a true asset to the team here."
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Vincent Mussche said of his move: "I am truly delighted to join the partnership of Belgium’s
largest independent law firm. I am very much looking forward to contributing my antitrust law
expertise and my in-house experience to the firm's growing competition team, and to taking up a
prominent role in the international Lex Mundi network to which Liedekerkebelongs to become the
focal point of contact in Brussels for any EU merger control related work."
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